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Problem Statement Design Process

STEM ConceptsConclusion

Design Testing

The reason we decided to work with recycling is that the current 

system in place is severely inefficient, leading to 90% of all 

recyclables ending up in a landfill. Our idea would insure that 

recycling actually get recycled. 

Justification

Americans are not recycling as much as they should be; the USA is 

only recycling 34% of the waste that could be recycled. Trash has 

been around for centuries and has always been a problem. Although 

recycling has been around for years it was the environmental 

movement in 1970s that really got people going. Currently, most 

recyclable goods are either ending up in landfills or in the ocean 

harming the environment which could be prevented by just 

recycling.

Similar Solutions

Design Criteria

Viability

Testing Results

The customer wants their trash taken away from their house; they 

also want money. Track and manage an entire garbage empire. It 

needs a schedule page and a map/geolocation page. It will cost us 

zero dollars. It's an app so an estimate file size for this mobile 

application would be 200mb. No, one look for all. Our employees 

could get hurt on the job, but so can most employees. The app will 

work in any metropolitan area. It will have scheduled maintenance 

done in order to keep it fresh and updated.

• Municipal waste management departments 

• People recycle on their own will at local recycling center

• The ‘Swedish Model’- Sweden has perfected recycling

• There are patented recycling separators 

We are trying to fix environmental issues through coding a phone 

application. Our product is related to environmental science and 

computer science. We are trying to fix the recycling issue in Santa 

Monica/Los Angeles through making an intuitive phone app -that 

teaches people how to recycle. The phone app, which we are 

coding ourselves, will give people the opportunity to make money 

from their homes. Homeowners using the app will be able to get 

their recyclables picked up and recycled at their nearest recycling 

center.

Scrounger, although not a bad idea, is not viable 

in today’s economy. With China’s new “blue sky” 

policies they will no longer be buying the world's 

trash, causing most of the developed worlds 

recycling to come to a halt and with no one 

knowing what to do with our recyclable goods.

Design Element Materials & Tools Used Picture for this part of the 

construction

Build Procedure and Design 

Process

The color green to add emphasize to “being green”. The prototype app builder Proto.io, color changing 

tool.

We get a picture off the Proto.io pre-downloaded 

picture list, place it on our desired area, and change 

the color to go with our theme.

Fixing and adding containers to our screens. (A 

Container in Proto.io is basically a screen inside a 

screen. A container is the screen that is interactive 

meaning that it can slide between pages).

The prototype app builder Proto.io, container tool The containers make your application interactive, 

without it, the screens would be a background and a 

button or two. You click on the tab to add, then click 

the container you want to work on to add 

buttons/pictures to you sliding, interactive screens.

Adding screens and ordering the layout of our 

application.

The prototype app builder Proto.io, the screen 

tool/organizer

The containers make your application interactive, 

without it, the screens would be a background and a 

button or two. You click on the tab to add, then click 

the container you want to work on to add 

buttons/pictures to you sliding, interactive screens.


